
 

 

25th Super Bock Super Rock 

18 – 19 – 20 JULY 
Meco Beach, Sesimbra – South of Lisbon, Portugal 
 
New line-up announcements: 
Masego 

20 July, EDP Stage 
ProfJam 

20 July, Super Bock Stage 

 

 

Masego and Profjam join Cat Power, Charlotte Gainsbourg, 
Disclosure, Kaytranada, FKJ, Superorganism, The 1975, 
Metronomy and Lana Del Rey on Super Bock Super Rock's line-
up for its 25th edition. 
 
18-19-20 July 
Herdade do Cabeço da Flauta, Meco - Sesimbra 

 
 

Super Bock Super Rock is returning to Sesimbra and Meco on July 18, 19 and 20. With 
the beach in sight and every bet on the most authentic music, as well as eclecticism, 
innovation and all of the national and international future of the music represented, 
namely, Masego performing on July 20 at the EDP Stage and ProfJam on the same day 
at the Super Bock Stage. 

 

MASEGO 
 
With Jamaican blood and a South African name (that means Blessing), Masego is a 
creativity bomb. His music is a sort of a “TrapHouseJazz” all mixed up, as he describes 
it. He’s been influenced by names such as Pharell, Michael Jackson, Jamie Foxx, John P. 
Kee, Andre 3000 or Cab Calloway. Even though he is very much at ease when he seeks 
inspiration in other decades, Masego is an artist of our time and as such, he began his 
career on Youtube and Soundcloud, combining the best beats with the sound of his 
saxophone and a soulful voice. The result of his first experiences on the digital 
platforms was his EP “The Pink Polo” which had the precious collaboration of the Texan 
producer Medasin that would later result in a tour that took Masego to countries like 
Japan, France, England, Germany, among others… His debut album, released in 2018, is 



 

 

called “Lady Lady” and it focuses on the figure of the woman and all her charms, 
confirming the best expectations regarding Masego, revealing a sophisticated and 
eclectic artist. He is now confirmed to Super Bock Super Rock’s next edition. July 20, at 
the EDP Stage.  
 
 

PROFJAM 
 

As a kid, he would memorize Eminem and Jay-Z’s lyrics barely understanding its 
meaning; today he stands as one of the main Portuguese hip-hop artists. ProfJam has 
always liked to rhyme and started recording them around 2008. As a newcomer in 
2014, he was taking the lead in the Knock Out League and that talent has proved itself 
once again with the release of his mixtape “The Big Banger Theory”. In March 2016 he 
created his own label, Think Music Records accompanying the release of his latest 
work, “MIXTAKES”, a mixtape marked by the success of his single “Queq Queres”. After 
finishing a degree in production and music engineering in London at the SAE (School of 
Audio Engineering), ProfJam came back to Portugal and has been shining in the best 
national stages since. In 2017 he released the single “Xamã” with over 2 million views 
on YouTube and “Mortalhas”, with over 900 thousand views. ProfJam is now preparing 
a new phase in his career as his latest collaboration with producer Lhast already shows. 
Songs like “Água de Coco” are a sign for what’s to come this year in the Super Bock 
Stage, on July 20. 
 
 
About Super Bock Super Rock: 
 
Super Bock Super Rock presents a cohesive, consistent lineup on its 25th edition, 
thought for good music lovers, always attentive to the trends of the moment, including 
the big names and also presenting emerging talents, both Portuguese and 
international. 
 
Three days of Music in a relaxed atmosphere next to the Meco beach at a walking 
distance from the Albufeira Lagoon. 
A place known for its beaches and often associated with relaxing moments. 
 
For its 25th edition, Super Bock Super Rock returns to the idyllic setting of Meco, where 
some of the most memorable editions of its history have been held. 
 
For this edition, Super Bock Super Rock offers free camping for the 3-day Pass holders 
from the previous Wednesday [17 July] to Sunday [21 July] and the festival goers will 
be able to enjoy a festival on a natural and green vegetation carpet. 
 
There will also be free buses to the beach which will take the route between the 
Festival and Meco Beach, in order to avoid the need to use own transportation by the 
public who, having acquired the 3-days pass, will opt for the free camping of the 
Festival. 
 



 

 

Counting with the important partnership of Sesimbra Town Hall, Super Bock Super Rock 
returns to the Herdade do Cabeço de Flauta, at Lagoa de Albufeira - Meco - Cabo 
Espichel, an area with unique and breathtaking landscapes, including some of the 
patrimonial, environmental and landscape values of the region, such as the Sanctuary 
of Cape Espichel, dinosaurs footprints or Little Lagoon. 
 
Having Super Bock Super Rock in this location is a way to show all the tourism potential 
of this site, being a stimulus for local economy based on hotels, catering and adventure 
activities linked to the sea and Serra da Arrábida. 
 
The 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock will be a great celebration! Of the 
longevity of the Festival, and of what matters most, Music. 
 
The second batch of tickets is on sale at Festicket (com link), with the 3 day pass at 

the price of 110€ and the daily ticket at 58€. 

 
 

New names to be soon revealed. 
 

Already announced: 
 

18 July 
Super Bock Stage – Cat Power, Lana Del Rey, The 1975 

EDP Stage – Metronomy 
 

19 July 
EDP Stage – Charlotte Gainsbourg, Kaytranada, FKJ 

 
20 July 

Super Bock – Disclosure DJ Set, ProfJam 
EDP Stage – Masego, Superorganism 

 

 

 

Ticket Information 

 
Ticket prices: 

Second batch of tickets on sale: 
Full Pass – 110€ 
Daily Ticket – 58€ 
 

Where to Buy 

Festicket 

http://news.musicanocoracao.pt/go/99b8-b30e702f-81ca1132bc2c05aa4d580a4342be16c9cab19fe1W5eyXe3hf9e9BVe7uqM

